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Welcome to the spring edition of the Driving
Light! Soon we should see the occasional snow
and freezing rain cease, and the sometimesunpredictable Ohio climate will finally stabilize
at a more desirable temperature. To a number
of Buckeyes, this means it is time to take the
Bimmer out of the garage. 2018 is gearing up to
be an exciting year! The Buckeye Chapter Spring
Kick-Off party is coming up, Tire Rack Street

PRESIDENT‘S UPDATE
by Nick Schumacher

Survival dates are soon to be announced, the
High Performance Driving School at Mid-Ohio
Sport Car Course is August 17-19, and O’Fest
will be earlier this year, July 9-15, in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. So, take a look at some of the
information in this edition to see upcoming
events and BMW things to do.

DRIVERS OF ALL SKILL LEVELS INVITED!

Join us for the 2018 Buckeye Chapter

Mid-Ohio
Drivers’ School
August 17-21, 2018
Registration is open now!
Go to buckeyebmwcca.org and click on Drivers’ Schools,
then just select the school to sign up on motorsportreg.com
Check www.buckeyebmwcca.org for headquarters
hotel information and the latest details

During the past winter season, we had a
chance to keep warm by escaping to the BMW
CCA Foundation in Greer, South Carolina. The
home of the famed Street Survival program, the
Foundation is also the largest museum in the
Americas that is dedicated to the history of the
BMW marque. The museum archive preserves
about 45,000 BMW-related items, and it belongs
to us! The featured exhibit was Heroes of Bavaria:
75 Years of BMW Motorsport. Before the exhibit
wrapped up, some of us met with BMW racing
legends at a special event, A Weekend with Heroes.
Former BMW Motorsport Manager and master
storyteller Erik Wensberg walked attendees
through an incredible grouping of 24 race cars
that were on display, spanning decades of track
history. David Hobbs and Brian Redman were
also present to provide their personal experiences
of racing in the golden age.
Proceeds from A Weekend with Heroes went
to the benefit of Tire Rack Street Survival. The
Tire Rack Street Survival school is a safe teen
driving program, designed to go beyond today’s
antiquated high-school driver education
programs, which put more focus on classroom
theory and parallel parking than controlling a
4,000-pound vehicle at speed. The primary
emphasis of the Tire Rack Street Survival
program is a hands-on driving experience in
real-world situations. Students use their own
car to learn about its handling limits and how to
control it. They become more observant of the
traffic situation they find themselves in and will
learn to look far enough ahead to anticipate unwise actions of other drivers. As students master
the application of physics to drive their cars,
they will make fewer unwise driving actions
themselves. They will understand why they
should always wear their seatbelts, and why
they should insist that their passengers wear
seatbelts, too.
Tire Rack Street Survival provides trained
and qualified in-car driving instructors as well as
valuable classroom experience for each student.
In 2016, over 5,000 teenagers died in motor
vehicle crashes, the leading killer of American
youths aged 16 to 19, accounting for more than
40 percent of fatalities in that age bracket. More

than 100 schools have been held over the past
several years, training even more teenagers to
become safe, responsible drivers.
Last year, the Buckeye Chapter had the
privilege of donating $5,000 to the BMW CCA
Foundation. Funds were raised by devoted
individuals in the chapter who organized and
volunteered at Tire Rack Street Survival schools.
If you would like to volunteer or support this
cause, please contact our Tire Rack Street
Survival ambassador, Jaynee Beechuk. We are
excited to help support future Tire Rack Street
Survival schools. As an extra perk, we received
some swag from the BMW CCA Foundation
to hand back out to our members, including
an exclusive Heroes of Bavaria book signed by
Brian Redman! The hard-bound book is filled
with beautiful photos from the exhibit, along
with racing history, and it is not available to the
general public. And it will be given away to one
lucky Buckeye! Before it is given away, each area
governor will show it off at a monthly meeting.
The winner will be selected this summer at the
Buckeye Chapter HPDE at Mid-Ohio Sports Car
Course. So, head to an area meeting and put
your name in the hat!
Speaking of BMW swag, we handed out
quite a bit of it at the Holiday Party. This year we

License to Thrill
Each of our members has the opportunity to purchase
special Ohio license plates that sport the BMW CCA logo and
our chapter name. There has been significant interest in the
these license plates, so I am passing along this message to
all of our membership. Here is a mock-up of the plate:
Before plates will be available for purchase, anyone who
is interested in one will need to sign the Petition to
Establish Organizational License Plate. We only need
150 signatures to make it happen! The form can be
found at the link below:
http://publicsafety.ohio.gov/links/
bmv4820.pdf
The top of the form should read: We
the undersigned do intend to support
the production of specialty license plates
designated to the Buckeye Chapter of the
BMW CCA by purchasing the BMW CCA
specialty license plates from the Ohio
Bureau of Motor Vehicles.

met at Amber Rose Restaurant in Dayton for
some excellent food and good company.
German and Hungarian fare was served in a
warm, friendly atmosphere with cold beer, old
friends, and a chance to meet some newer
members. There was even a BMW 507 cake!
Attendance was very good, and most people
went home with a unique prize. A special
thanks goes to the Dayton area governor, Alex Watts,
and his wife Rebecca, for taking the lead in
organizing the event. Missed the Holiday Party? You
will have another chance to meet with fellow BMW
enthusiasts at the upcoming
Spring Kick-Off Party!
Would you like to have your
very own Buckeye Chapter BMW
CCA license plates? Now is your
chance! We are petitioning to have
our organizational plates approved,
and we need your help to get
there. More detail about the plates
is provided below. Please show your interest by supporting our petition drive.
Each area of the Buckeye Chapter holds regular social gatherings for food,
beverage, and various BMW-related activities. Contact your area governor to
find out what is happening in Toledo, Columbus, Dayton, or Cincinnati. Get
involved and share your ideas for events in your region or across the chapter.
Check out Facebook or buckeyebmwcca.org for meeting times and locations.
Safe travels! ■

Please print the form and fill out one entry per license plate
requested. Then submit the forms one of three ways:

2. Mail the completed form to me at: Nick Schumacher,
129 City Lights Dr., Dayton, OH 45402

1. Scan and e-mail to me at nschumacher.1@gmail.com
(click e-mail for link)

3. Bring the form to your next Buckeye Area Meeting, and
hand it to your Area Governor or Vice Governor. See our
Chapter Website for meeting times and locations.
Here are some facts about these special
license plates:
• Once the petitions are collected and
submitted, state legislature will need
to approve the plates before they
are produced.
• You can still have a personalized
plate with this art, although it
is limited to six letters rather
than seven.
• In addition to the cost to
purchase the specialty plates,
registration will be $10 per year extra.
By signing the petition form, you agree to
purchase the plates when it comes time to renew. ■
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s one travels south along Interstate 85 near
Spartanburg, South Carolina it is hard to miss the
sign with the BMW, the premium auto manufacturer’s
logo. It is the kind of road sign designed to indicate
a destination, as opposed to an advertisement for a
local dealer. It is meant to signify that this is where the
BMW Group has chosen to stake its American manufacturing presence with the BMW Group Spartanburg.
Once you exit the freeway at Greer, you see it
looming over the gently rolling terrain. The center, that
is. The center that according to the plant’s website,
helped boost South Carolina’s value-added (like state
gross domestic product) amounts to $2.8 billion!
The BMW manufacturing plant is a shining
example of corporate and global sustainability, social
and economic responsibly, hydrogen cell technology,
green manufacturing, and a diverse workforce. All of
which made possible by educational and workforce
development opportunities like apprenticeships for
students at local high schools, community colleges,
Clemson University, and partnerships with HBCUs
(Historically Black Colleges & Universities).
Modern and clean they sit, with facades so white
they resemble a Progressive Insurance commercial.
With manicured lawns, the center’s various buildings
are situated with well-marked entrances for trucks that
seem to casually roll in and out. Unfortunately for me,
factory tours have been temporarily halted because of
plant expansion, but a positive sign if you care at all
about productivity and the human lives it affects. I do.
After a three-decade career that involved putting people
to work, including writing a doctoral dissertation on
workforce development, this is the kind of thing you
like to see.
But today, I have a more basic and childlike
reason to go to BMW. Simply put, I wanted to see and
perhaps drive the crap out of a high-powered BMW car
at the Greer Performance Driving Center!
As I approached the center I felt giddy. Like most
red-blooded American boys, I have an appreciation for
things that are dangerous and go fast, but that doesn’t
make me a car nut. I don’t collect them, go gaga
(too much) over hot cars; my world does not revolve
around them, I don’t need a cool car and lord knows
I’ve owned several hoopties over the years…but, a
nice car is good to have. Toward that end, I recently
purchased a brand new one (more about that later),
which prompted me to complete a quite exhaustive
market survey and more deeply contemplate the
societal value we seem to place on automobiles. For
example, the survey asked questions about whether

A Spin on Market Shares
and Brand Loyalty
by Tom Konz

my car is my personal space, somehow venerated as if
it were a sanctuary. No, I said, it’s just a car, but I may
have been lying just a little.
A little background. Back in the 80s I bought
my wife a 325ic for Valentine’s day. It scored a lot of
husband points for me, was red with a black top, tan
interior, and turned a lot of heads; it was gorgeous
and was fun to drive. That is until my wife, during an
Autumn drizzle, turned through an intersection near
the top of the car’s peaky powerband, which sent her
into a spinout right in the junction’s geometric center!
I pulled up in front of the impressive Performance
Driving Center with its tidy landscape. Three flags
unfurled in the Carolina breeze: American, the state
of South Carolina’s and one with the BMW logo. The
brand! I’ve had three BMW cars and a couple of
motorcycles, but, did that make me a statistic of brand
loyalty and market shares? Not necessarily. After
owning the BMW three-series convertible for 25 years
and a sedan for four, I admit to having gone back and
forth with other auto brands; but now I stood on the
hallowed grounds of America’s Largest Automotive
Exporter. According to The U.S. Department of
Commerce, as reported on BMW’s US Factory website,
a February 2017 article announced that it exported a
record 287,700 BMW X models from the Spartanburg
plant during 2016, and that 86 percent of these
BMWs were exported through the Port of Charleston,
with an export value of $9.53 Billion, thus confirming
that the South Carolina factory is the leading U.S.
automotive exporter by value. Market share! BMW,
along with its two other German brethren, MercedesBenz and Audi, own the world’s luxury car market.
Here at the driver’s school I thought about my
wife’s spinout and started to realize that perhaps the
little convertible was more car than my wife was a driver, and to stop blaming the car. Over time, we did get
over it, in fact, we began to appreciate, and I dare say,
love it. The car had a certain intangible quality. Like
an Indian mystic seeking prana, or a Chinese doctor
and Chi, the “thing” can’t be dissected and certainly
no mechanic could service it, but, you sensed it, felt it,
and like a child and the tooth fairy, you believed it, the
dang thing had…soul!

I would take buddies for rides and explain that
at lower revs the car would act like an Accord, for
example, until it the tach hit about four grand. Then, it
would be like being shot out of a cannon; not bad for
its modest horsepower. I learned to routinely use this
tach boost to go sideways at will, not unlike my wife
had done that blustery day. Over time, I drove the hell
out of it; until one day, it sat, a crumbling shell of what
it had been. I sold it soul and all for $750.00 including
three BBS wheels and one from Sears.
Now, years later, I find myself at the performance
driving center. I parked next to a sleek and low-slung
plug-in hybrid I8 at one of many recharging stations,
then began wandering, taking pictures with my cell
phone. The production of BMW automobiles supports
30,777 employees in South Carolina, and not even
one of them chased me off the lawn. In fact, nobody
seemed to care. If anything, taking photos was a
tribute, and why not, the Spartanburg plants and associated businesses generate $1.8 billion in labor income
that would not otherwise exist in South Carolina.
As I rounded the west end, there in front of
me were the sprawling test tracks and rows of shiny
new BMWs adorned with Performance Driving Center
decals. Not only proving grounds, this is the driving
school where BMW folks come to beat the snot out
of these impressive looking automobiles. Far on the
other side of the track I noticed an artificial mound
being traversed by an SUV camouflaged to protect its
new model identity. I could hear the throaty sound of
horsepower off in the distance, but I couldn’t locate
the car that was teasing me. Not much else happening
so I went inside. Barely anybody noticed me. I even

had to alert the security guard that I was wandering
and taking pictures. Looking up from his book he
gently smiled and told me to feel free.
The modern complex itself is massive, with the
sun streaming into the tall glass welcoming foyer. It is
equipped with classrooms, meeting rooms, a fantasticlooking cafeteria, and grill. There is outside seating; a
wooden meat smoker sits underneath a tree waiting
to cure its next southern delicacy. There’s a gift shop,
a car or motorcycle on display here and there, as are
posters encouraging parents to sign their teens up for a
driving school or to tweet your experience of the BMW
driving school. There is also one that says, “This isn’t
your average company outing, but there will be a slide
show”. The poster’s photo shows a BMW convertible
drifting sideways! Hell, my wife can do that…
without trying! At the complex, it is clear, it’s all about
the brand.
Speaking of brands, according to the US Factory
website, BMW’s annual economic output amounts
to $16.6 billion. This figure reflects the dollar value
representing all output produced in South Carolina that
can be attributed (either directly or indirectly) to BMW.
My next Bimmer was a 2010 328i with xDrive
and a 6-speed manual transmission. The car was
loaded, black on black, plush with creature comforts,
slick and dignified. How do you justify the extra
expenditure on a BMW? Drive one! To me, nothing
could beat that car...especially in the snow, providing it
wasn’t Jeep deep.
One day while driving my 328i xDrive through
the mountains of North Carolina on I-40, I came across
a guy in a bad-ass looking Mercedes…and he wanted
to play. That’s when I learned that I wasn’t driving my
father’s sedan! That is when the other driver got an
education about the back of a BMW. That is when I
became a market share and loyal to a brand.
Last summer my beloved 328i was getting a few

miles on her, and dashboard lights began a-flashin’,
I began contemplating getting a new three-series.
When I visited the BMW dealership I was greeted quite
appropriately by representative Paul. I didn’t tell him
that I COULD have purchased any car on the showroom
floor, cash! (Which might have meant that at some
point in life I would have been relegated to a diet of
ramen noodles and to ration kibble with my cat) But, I
did let him offer me bottled water and a place to sit.
The very nice Paul asked very pertinent questions.
Paul asked me about my needs and wants in an
automobile. xDrive I told him; and power; that and a
three-series, oh, and price, of course. After explaining
that I drove there in my 328i, and knew something
about that series, Paul informed me that the 3s were
now a bigger car than previous models, and asked me
if I’d considered the two series. Isn’t that a girl’s car, I
inquired? Oh no, he said, it’s driver’s car, as he pulled
three slick car magazines out of thin air. Look, he said,
this is what they’re hopping up these days, would I
like to drive one? Duh!
He drove a 230i coupe first, showing me how
to kick the thing into sport setting, use paddle shifters,
and how to straighten the hell out of a roundabout!
This dude’s been to a driver’s school!
I have a friend in Miami whose business it is to
soup-up BMWs, especially M models, as if they need
any encouragement. One day he took me for a jarring
ride in three-series M with behemoth horse and braking
power. Down two-lane suburban streets we traveled,
speeding, slowing, weaving, braking, and accelerating
like nothing I had ever experienced. I said to myself
“this should be illegal“. I didn’t necessarily mean the
speed limit, but the fact that any kid big enough to
drive... and who had 80K... could simply plop down
cash... no background check required... and engage
in this... this breathtaking and bone-shattering spree!
With each shift, turn of the wheel, and stop, I could
feel the distal regions of my gastrointestinal tract want
to disengage, and my upper body parts uncouple from
their pivots – clavicles from the sternum, scapula from
the humerus, grey matter from the brainpan.
Paul and I next tested an M240i, he drove –
flashback! Super speedy acceleration and tight turns –

clavicle!... sports plus mode – scapula!... screeching
stops – brain pan!...I glanced in the mirror to make
sure objects really were further than they appeared!
Then it was my turn – and it really WAS illegal,
reaching speeds not acceptable according to the law
was a mere formality. I wanted this bitch!
I went home and announced to my wife that
I had found my new car. “Can you afford it?” She
asked. “Could but probably shouldn’t.”, I said. Plus,
I was a bit afraid of the M240i. It was best that I
re-think the 230i. We fondly reminisced about the old
convertible, and Paul found one to our liking. I didn’t
buy the most expensive car on the lot, nor did I get
the cheapest one; we agreed to a 230i convertible
with xDrive.
A lovely and charming young woman named
Corie was the “Genius” who handed me my fobs
and went over the finer details of my new BMW. I
expressed my appreciation for Paul’s knack in directing
me to the car that best fit my needs and desires.
Now, came the ownership part of the so-called
ultimate driving machine: the performance. The
danged thing is fun to drive, period! Looks – with a
Pontiac Aztek in the 0 to 1 range, Camry, a solid 6.5,
my car comes in just south of Jennifer Aniston!
Finally, there was action on the test track. It was
a group of customers accepting delivery of their new
BMWs, a privilege that comes with a hotel stay, dinner,
a day at the track, and a “hot lap” around the track.
This was a fact unbeknown to me three months earlier.
Now, I had to wait until the next time I bought a new
BMW. “Say, honey, I think you need a new car”, I
thought to myself.
At the center of the track, there is a circle
wetted by garden sprinklers. One by one, owner/
drivers learned to guide a new BMW into a controlled
360-degree spin; another flashback! I watched lucky
owners take their lap with an instructor who admitted
that he can’t believe he gets paid to do his enviable
job. I grabbed a brochure for my kids to send the old
man to performance driving school.
Before I left the center, I felt obliged to visit the
gift shop; maybe I could get my wife a new cap or a
t-shirt for myself. For someone who never imagined
himself to be steadfastly devoted to a carmaker, like
a dude who drives a Chevy truck with a decal of a kid
relieving himself on a Ford, I walked out of the gift
shop studying my receipt and looking like a walking
billboard, a human example of the sign on I-85. After
all, I have become one unit of a market share, and not
afraid to proudly display loyalty to the brand. ■
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Built
From
Scratch

So my friend Jim comes across some pretty sweet deals. Thanks to other
BMW enthusiasts he ended up with a 1975 2002 body shell. It wasn’t exactly
one of those “ran when parked” vehicles, but in terms of 2002s it is in
decent shape, but requires some work. Like, all of it. So the plan is to create
a nice, somewhat stock, street car.
Luckily Jim has amassed a collection of 2002 parts in support of his
SCCA ITB class race car. Engines, transmissions, trim, suspension, etc. are
lying around just waiting for use on a street car. Most of the parts are not
needed for a track car so at least they will see the light of day once again.

by George Saylor

After stripping the remaining parts (headliner, door windows, A/C
condenser, and a few other odds and ends) it was time to deliver the car
to the body shop for metal work and paint.
It’s a 2002 so there was some rust. Jim
uses Wallothnesch for OEM parts and
ordered needed floor pans and a rocker
panel. These seem to be typical rustprone areas. There is a parts car we are
also stripping for the interior and other
items. This car has rust in an area we
thought would be more problematic than
the body shell we’re using. After consulting with the body shop it would appear
that the parts car body is still very viable.
Most of the metal work has been completed so we are waiting for the
shop guys to finish up some other projects and then they will apply paint.
The original paint color was Amazon Green
(Amazonasgrun). However we have decided
to change the color (since the entire body is
stripped and prepped) to Taiga Green. Nice
and bright and apparently not as common as
other colors.
We’re pretty excited to build a street car from
a bare body shell. Jim has already done a
ground-up build for a second 2002 race car
(for vintage racing). The challenge here is
actually putting all the street parts on the car. I’ve been working on his
race cars for several years but have zero experience with a 2002 street car.
This should prove to be very interesting. We’ll post updates in the Driving
Light as we continue to make progress.

Bud and Mary Dornette
accepting the Glenn Lucas
award from Jaynee Beechuk

CINCINNATI AREA NEWS

Marshall Garrison, Cincinnati Area Governor
Heya folks! Well, despite our dear editor’s pleas to spring to action with our
columns for this issue, there’s still a ways to go before even the calendar says
we’re out of winter. Maybe we’ll get lucky this year and the weather will sync
with the calendar!
Here in Cincy, we picked things up in the new year with our first two
meetings of 2018 at Mac’s Pizza Pub in Fairfax. January is Buckeye Chapter
elections month; after some brief election proceedings it was decided to continue as last year, so I will continue to sally forth as Cincinnati Area Governor this year, Mark Jeanmougin as Area Vice-Governor, and Jaynee Beechuk
as Cincinnati Area Alternate. With our usual second-Wednesday-of-themonth meeting day, the February meeting was falling on Valentine’s Day, so
I moved us to the 13th. Thankfully the weather wasn’t much of a problem,
so we had a good turnout for a winter meeting, including a new prospective
member! Thanks to everyone who came out in January and February!
By then we’d already had the Holiday Party in Dayton, which was a
great evening with delicious Hungarian chow served up by the cast and crew
at Dayton’s Amber Rose restaurant. It appeared everyone who made it out
enjoyed the evening, and quite a few won one of the many door prizes on
hand, including a poster from the recent BMW CCA Foundation’s Heroes of
Bavaria exhibition, signed by both David Hobbs and Brian Redman! Nice!
Many thanks to Dayton Area Gov. Alex Watts and his wife, Rebecca, for all
their hard work organizing the event, including decking the party room out
in BMW-themed décor!
Jaynee Beechuk also brought a special copy of the CCA Foundation’s
Heroes of Bavaria limited-edition hardbound book showcasing every car that
was in the exhibit. This particular copy is autographed by Brian Redman,
and came to the Buckeye Chapter as part of a prize package awarded by the
Foundation for chapters participating in their 2017 donations program at
their top-tier level. The proceeds from Jaynee’s hard work putting on our
Street Survival teen-driver coaching programs made it possible for the
Buckeye Chapter’s donation to the Foundation, so a very big congratulations
and thanks to Jaynee Beechuk for that! Jaynee also relayed that this book will
be given away to some lucky member of the chapter in a special drawing to
be held this summer – however, not just any member, but someone who’s
done something with the Buckeye Chapter by participating or volunteering.
The CCA Foundation sold out the last of these books at their capstone
banquet, so for anyone who’d like a chance to win this one, all you have
to do is participate or volunteer in any area or chapter event in upcoming
months! We’ll get your name in, and you might be the lucky recipient of this
very special book!
Jaynee also announced the recipient of this year’s Glenn Lucas Award
for fellowship and dedication to the Buckeye Chapter and its members. This
time it was plural, recipients, and a very big congratulations and ongoing
thank you to long-time Cincinnati Area members Bud and Mary Dornette,
for the very many things they’ve both done for many, many years now, not
the least of which has been organizing and running many successful years of

our Mid-Ohio
Buckeye Chapter
driver’s schools!
Many thanks to
you both!
For those following the postings on our
chapter Facebook page (https://www.facebook.
com/groups/153450721386951, or, search
Facebook for: Buckeye Chapter, BMW CCA),
hopefully you saw the very nice comment put
up by Glen’s son, Greg Lucas, about the award
honoring his father’s memory.
So, before the Driving Light summer issue
even has a chance to see the light of day, there
will be a few things coming up. Mark your
calendars for the first weekend in May; plans
are afoot for a Buckeye Chapter Corral at MidOhio’s IMSA race that weekend; we’ll send an
email when confirmed, and area governors will
share the details at upcoming area meetings.
Details for a spring (typically, April) Street
Survival teen-driver coaching event will also be
forthcoming; if you’re not familiar with the
program, check out http://streetsurvival.org/
and pass the word along to parents with new
teen drivers. Any questions, please don’t
hesitate to ask!
This years O’Fest (the club’s national gettogether) is probably as close as it’s likely to be
for awhile – Pittsburgh! In conjunction with
the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix event, mark
your calendars for July 9-15th, and check out
http://ofest.bmwcca.org/ for details.
Here in Cincy, we hope to get to some
different venues for monthly meetings as the
weather breaks. There was some discussion of
getting out for some go-karting some evening!
We’ve been using Google groups for the
Cincy Area email list to send out meeting
announcements and event details – if you’re
not on the list to get those emails (usually
monthly), but would like to be, email me at
mhg@cinci.rr.com and I’ll get you added.
Cincinnati Area Meetings are normally the
second Wednesday of the month (except
December), 7:00 p.m., variable locations,
announced by email and in the chapter Facebook group. I now have access to the Google
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calendar on the chapter website, http://www.
buckeyebmwcca.org/, so check there as well.
One other note – I had asked our newsletter
editor, Dohn Roush, if he would take letters to
the editor. Historically we’ve never had them,
but, if you’re inclined to offer some commentary

that deserves to get chapter-wide exposure in a different venue than Facebook
postings... send it to Dohn!
In case you missed it, be sure to see page 93 of your February Roundel to
catch the pic of our very-own Jaynee Beechuk sporting her Rosie-the-Riveter
look at last fall’s final O’Fest banquet! Way to go, Jaynee!
Hope to see everyone at area meetings in the coming months! ■

Hob-nobbin’ with Hobbo… & Brian… & Erik
(Hobbs, Redman, & Wensberg, that is!)

Yes, yes, please forgive the shameless name-dropping. Unlike
our pals Bill Wade and Tim Beechuk, I so very rarely happen
to even have a chance to be in the midst of the type of elbowrubbing experiences these two seem to routinely bask in as part
of their roles as club and foundation pooh-bahs!
For anyone newer to BMW racing history, you might be
wondering what these three names have to do with anything;
David Hobbs, besides his long and varied career and most
recent long-time gig as Formula 1 race commentator, was one
of the very skilled and talented racers of BMW’s “Junior” team
in the 70’s, campaigning heavily-modified turbo racing versions
of the E21, BMW’s first model with a 3-series moniker. Brian
Redman was involved in BMW’s incipient racing efforts in the
U.S. with the now-famous BMW CSL “Batmobile”, and among
many other things, noted for his role in the #25 BMW CSL winning the 1975 12 Hours of Sebring race, driving 7 of the 12
hours, including the final stint to the finish. Erik Wensberg was
BMW Motorsport’s long-time racing director (during the McLaren
F1 era, no less) and M-Brand Manager, and also arguably one
of the select few directly responsible for the U.S. version of the
E36 M3 making it here stateside.
In January, the BMW CCA Foundation had scheduled a
weekend event to cap off its successful exhibit, displayed since
early last year, focusing on 75 years of BMW motorsports
and racing history, and which included some unique and
significant BMW racing machinery. The events for both nights
of course were fabulous. Friday evening was a reception at the
Foundation’s building where the exhibit was on display, with
Erik Wensberg giving a personal tour and relaying stories of the
vehicles, and Saturday was a sit-down banquet with Erik serving
as moderator between Hobbs and Redman, with questions,
stories, and a good bit of good-natured ribbing between Hobbs
and Redman, who are longtime pals.
As great as all that was, that wasn’t even the best part of
my time down there, which is where the name-dropping comes
in. My Friday run down to South Carolina was delayed a bit
due a minor incidence of SOBTD (sudden-onset-broken-toothdisorder) late the night before (accompanied by commentary
along the lines of the other common interpretation of the first
three letters of that acronym...), which meant having to get
worked in with my dentist for a temporary filling before leaving.
A hex upon Lance’s Nekot Lemon Creme Cookies! (Although to
be fair, the tooth that broke had to have already been fractured
for awhile and weak from a filling – better it broke beforehand

instead of the midst of the coming weekend. But, still, not what
I wanted to be dealing with that day!)
In any case, I got down there, enjoyed the Friday
reception and tour despite a late arrival, and headed off to the
Greer Marriott. Got checked in, and once settled, decided to
head down to the lobby bar, since it wasn’t that late. In the
time between checking in and coming back down, Tim and Bill
(who were tasked with chauffeuring Hobbs and Redman for the
weekend) had retrieved them both and brought them to the
Marriott, where they were staying for the weekend.

So as I walked to the bar, there’s Tim, Bill, David Hobbs,
and Brian Redman, enjoying a drink and chatting. I didn’t want
to be rude and interrupt, so I waved at Tim as I walked by and
sat down at the bar. There were two other couples also at the
bar, and some casual conversation revealed we were all there
for the Foundation’s weekend events. A couple I’m friends with
through O’Fest, from the San Diego chapter, showed up at the
bar, and with all the BMW-related chatter and conversation, we
all moved to a larger table off to hang out, talk, and visit. By
that time, Tim and Bill weren’t exclusively in conversation with
David and Brian, so I stepped over to say hello to Tim, and he
also introduced me to David Hobbs. I was like, hey, how cool
is that!
Well, a while later, Brian Redman walks up to the group
at our table, and is hanging out at the end of the table with
Tom and Sue Fota, the couple from San Diego I’d first met at
O’Fest in 2013, and me. Not long after that, here comes David
Hobbs, and he takes a seat at the other end of our small group
at this table. And, once again, I was like, hey, this is even
cooler! So, we all hung out for the better part of almost the
next couple of hours, chatting with Brian Redman and David
Hobbs, taking in stories, along with a goodly number of jokes;

by Marshall Garrison

both of these two are very affable and fun to socialize with.
You’d never guess that Brian’s almost 81 and Hobbs is but a
couple years younger; these two don’t act their age! So, yeah,
fun, and memorable!
But, that’s not all – Saturday night after the banquet at
the Marriott bar, it was a similar scene again. The night before,
Bill and Tim had left earlier to call it a night. As I walked up to
the bar this time, Bill, Tim, Erik Wensberg and his wife, Molly,
Brian, David, and a couple other club members from California
were gathered at the group table. Since Tim was standing at
the end, I came over to say hello to Tim, then Erik said hello
and invited me to pull up a chair too. And, nearly two hours
later of stories, repartee, chatting and more jokes, it was time
to call it a night again! So, yeah – for me, all that made for no
better way to cap off the weekend’s events!
I did get to see all three of these gentlemen together
once before, at the club’s 1992 Oktoberfest in Florida. A club
member had organized a BMW Motorsports 20th Anniversary
event with many famous BMW race cars, plus Hobbs, Redman,
and Sam Posey on hand to drive some of them the day of the
event at the Moroso Racetrack. Erik Wensberg was there too,
also moderating a similar Hobbs-Redman on-stage exchange to
everyone in attendance. I asked if they all recalled the event,
but since it was so long ago, only Erik recalled it. That was fun
back then too, but this time – much more fun!
Brian Redman has put out a book, check out: https://
www.gorace.com/store/BOOK/Daring-Drivers-Deadly-Tracks-1.
html. Both Brian and David are survivors of their era. When
they started their careers, safety was just barely more than an
afterthought. It was interesting to hear Brian telling the story of
his worst crash and physical recovery; Hobbs has been one of
the lucky few to have never suffered such a major physicallydamaging crash. I asked what the name of David’s book will
be, he relayed he intends the title to be “Hobbo”, which he
explained has been his life-long nickname. Someone else asked
how he got the nickname and he said that went all the way
back to his early years of school. I think we’ll be waiting awhile
though – when I mentioned I’ll look forward to his book, he
did say he doesn’t know when he’ll be able to get it done; let’s
hope it’s sooner rather than later!
And, yeah, if you want to get in on whatever the cool
kids are doing? Well, that’s easy... just check in with Tim and
Bill and you just might find you’re in on some of their good-luck
mojo karma too! ■

Strengthen the BMW CCA Foundation, one brick at a time
Help save lives and save history by ordering your personalized brick today:

www.fundraisingbrick.com/bmwccafoundation.org

COLUMBUS AREA NEWS

Mike Laci, Columbus Area Governor
It’s a new year and new there are two new faces
(ok, one isn’t that new), in the Columbus Area
Governor roles. In January, Mark Borror passed
the Columbus Area Governor’s torch to Mike
Laci, and Chuck Grafton courageously jumped
in with two feet first into the role of Area ViceGovernor. Chuck and Mike’s primary focus will
be to keep the great momentum going for the
Columbus Area in 2018.
In our constant effort to increase incentives
for area membership participation, we will
continue to buy members food at our monthly
meetings (all drinks are on member’s own tab)
as well as have the occasional “door prize” for
those who are able to attend. We’ve been given
direction by the Area leadership to start giving
back more to our members in terms of social
and non-track events. Looking at the year
ahead, we know of quite a few members who
are planning on attending this year’s O’fest
(July 9 - July 15, 2018, http://ofest.bmwcca.
org) and Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix (http://
www.pvgp.org/bmw-ofest/), where the Marque
of the Year is the BMW 2002, commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the 2002. We will again
be hosting a Columbus Clippers game this
summer and the Hocking Hills drive in the fall.
We’re constantly looking for new events as well,
so please contact us with any and all ideas.
One other change we’ve made in the
Columbus Area, is the use of Mail Chimp for
our area email distributions. For those of you
who are not familiar with Mail Chimp, it is a
free email marketing and campaign service (for
up to 2000 end-users) which allows us to easily
manage users and communication to the area.
The February meeting announcement was
distributed to 249 Columbus Area members.
Out of the 249 members, 10 returned a
bounced (invalid email) and there were two
that unsubscribed from future email communications. If you are reading this in the Driving
Light, are in the Columbus Area, and have not
received one of our emails, please send Mike
Laci an email at c230mike@gmail.com.
Looking forward to a great 2018. ■

DAYTON AREA NEWS

Alex Watts, Dayton Area Governor
By the time this Spring issue arrives, it will be
Spring and Daylight Saving Time will be in
effect. Hopefully, we have all had an uneventful, healthy journey through Winter and flu
season. Welcome to Springtime in Ohio. Time
to bring our pampered garage queens out for
Spring service, and get the last of that salt
(hopefully) off our daily drivers. St. Patrick’s
Day has always been my goal for getting snow
tires off and washing wheels and undercarriage
to try and protect the cars from rust. It takes
me about a day per car, but when they are all
done and waxed, I feel better. The race car will
need some work to update safety equipment
and install a complete fire suppression system.
I have an adjustable rear sub-frame to install,
which will create an opportunity to rebuild
the entire rear suspension. My goal is to get it
all back together by May for the first race this
year. Another big goal is to run at O’Fest in
Pittsburgh this July.
Yes, Octoberfest is in Pittsburgh, July 9-15,
2018. Pittsburgh is close and a great city
to visit. The Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
should give us the opportunity to see a wide
selection of great cars. The highlight for me
will be the celebration of the 50 year
anniversary of the 2002. They hope to have
the largest gathering of 2002’s ever brought
together. It is not too early to register, as
O’Fest is concurrent with the Vintage Grand
Prix races on July 6-8, 2018. Hotel rooms will
go quickly.
To those of you who attended the Buckeye
Chapter Holiday party at Amber Rose in
February, thank you. Meeting members from
Columbus and Cincinnati areas was really a
highlight. Bud and Mary Dornette received the
Glenn Lucas Award recognizing the contributions they have made to the Buckeye Chapter.
A well deserved honor. We had wonderful
food, libations, raffle gifts, and BMW themed
decorations, but the renewing and making
new friendships was the best part of
the evening.
Our Dayton area meetings are on the
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fourth Tuesday of each month. Please check
the Buckeye Chapter calendar for the meeting
venue, as we are trying new locations. We will
Disclaimer: Neither the Buckeye
also send out email reminders about one week
Chapter nor BMW CCA, Inc. is
affiliated with BMW AG or BMW NA
prior to the meeting. If you are not receiving
or any other commercial enterprise.
notifications, please send you email address to
The statements contained herein
me at ahwdvm49@gmail.com.
are solely the words of the authors,
and no endorsement or guarantee of
Mark your calendars for our annual
fitness is implied by their publication.
Dayton Area Highway Cleanup on May 12th
Some modifications described herein
may void your warranty, or violate State at 10:00 am, at the intersection of Highway
or Federal laws for street applications.
835 (Research Blvd.) and Technology Court.
If in doubt about any repair or
This is the one block East of the intersection
modification, consult your dealer or
other expert before undertaking it.
of Grange Hall Rd. and Highway 835. This is
All articles are the opinion of the
our chance to keep a small part of Ohio clean
authors, and modifications outlined
herein might void warranties, anger
and to show our BMW CCA community spirit.
the neighbors or invoke plagues of
Watch the weather forecast and dress in layers.
locusts. Some exclusions may apply,
Sturdy, water-resistant shoes and a grasping
your mileage may vary.
pole are helpful. On the Buckeye BMW CCA
calendar there is a map reference. I will
provide orange juice, donuts and water.
(See this issue for info about the Spring
Kick-off Party later the same day!)
At the January Dayton meeting, we had
our
annual election. No one volunteered for
Scenes from Phil’s window
the governor or the vice-governor positions, so
shopping trip to the Foundation
Chuck Craves and I agreed to continue in our
positions for another year.
The Buckeye Chapter made a donation to
the BMW CCA Foundation that qualified us
to receive a copy of the Heroes of Bavaria book.
This is a beautiful, large format book telling
of the glory days of BMW racing. The book
is autographed by Brian Redman, who raced
BMWs in the 70s. In June, a name will be
drawn from a list of members who are active
in the club. Active means participation in
meetings and activities. Hopefully, this will be
some incentive to get involved in the BMW
CCA this year.
Have a great Spring. Chuck and I hope to
see you at the meetings. More importantly...get
out and drive! ■

TOLEDO AREA NEWS

Phil Ross, Toledo Area Governor
Good Morning, Toledoans! (with Robin
Williams’ inflection of “Good Morning Vietnam”)
I’m wearing shorts and flip flops. You can
guess where I am. It could even be at home in
beautiful OHIO with the strange weather.
You all may remember my trip to Greenville, SC last Fall, when Rhonda got stung by
a bee in Greenville, SC and had an allergic
reaction, right after we had visited Mecca of
BMW CCA, the National Headquarters. One
thing that I didn’t mention is that I got a peek
at the artist’s renderings of concept options for
the proposed new National Headquarters,
adjacent to the Zentrum museum, I think. See
photo below.
Well, while Rhonda was waiting for the
hospital’s clearance to be dismissed, I took a
two-hour opportunity to drive 30 minutes to
Greer and visit the BMW CCA Foundation.
You may have read Tim Beechuk’s recent
article about the 75th Anniversary held at the
Foundation. It was Saturday when I visited
and the foundation was closed, so I had the
whole place to myself, but the doors were
locked. But I did get to peek into a few windows
and appreciate the sights therein. Next time I’ll
make sure they are open when I visit. It was
still fun to be around all things BMW.
Jim Troknya and I went to the NAIAS in
Detroit in January and saw the new i8 Coupe
and sister convertible. Regrettably, the show
was overrun with kids, and all the cars on
display were locked.
In case you haven’t noticed, BMW NA is
renaming their dealerships around the country.
I’ve done an unofficial survey and they now
are known as BMW Centers. They drop the
owner’s name and say BMW of Toledo, BMW
of Chattanooga, etc. Not sure how they are
handling cities that have
more than one Center.
We still meet at Tekela’s
in Perrysburg on the Second
Tuesday of each month at
4:30. See you in the Spring.
■
...and his more fruitful trip to the
BMW CCA National Headquarters.

Join us for the 2018 BMW CCA Buckeye Chapter

Spring Kick-off Party

Saturday, May 12, 3 pm until ?
Hosted by Dohn & Marsha Roush, 9385 Woodledge Pt., Dayton, Ohio 45458
Food and soft drinks provided • BYOB • Don’t miss it!

GIRLS GONE

DRIVING

by
Nicky Schardt

I am often asked how I got into motorsports and
although the answer is pretty unremarkable, it’s
sometimes just exposure to something new that
can change one’s future. For those of you who
already know the story, bear with me, for those of
you who don’t, I’ll make it quick…
My dad had three daughters and didn’t want
us to be taken advantage of as we grew up, so he
taught us how to hammer a nail, rewire electricity,
operate power tools, throw a ball properly, change
tires and even help with body work/engine work/
brake replacement/transmission fixes and all things
automotive, because he had three daughters and
not a lot of money. We grew up with air-cooled
VWs (71’ Super Beetle convertible, Karmann Ghia
and automatic Bug) so working on these cars was
pretty easy in comparison to vehicles today. Good
thing, because when your fuel line popped on the
way to school, or your points froze up, you had to
fix it yourself, since mobile phones didn’t exist.
Once I was able to buy my first e30es in the
90’s, my friend and mechanic mentioned that I
could take my car on the race track and, at the ripe
old age of 28ish I thought, why not?! So I did, and
the rest is history.
If you’re an F1 fan, you’ve probably heard
the hullaballoo about how FI is doing away with
the Grid Girls, as that practice no longer fits their
brand. My opinion is that these women (who are
not forced into this role), typically wearing conservative costumes, are more likely make a positive
impression on young girls than a negative one.
Just because I played with Barbie’s doesn’t mean
I wanted to be one, but as a child I might see a
pretty woman at the track and think that motorsports aren’t just for men.

You don’t have to grow up to be a race car driver, although I can attest, it’s a
ton of fun, but there are other important roles in motorsports where women are
just as capable as men. You’ve heard the saying “Behind every (great) man is a
better woman,” right? This is indeed true in amateur motorsports, since it’s often
a family affair, but more increasingly I find amazing women in positions such as:
• Jamie Eversley, sister to pro driver Ryan Eversley, and friend of ours, is the first
CDL licensed driver and track officiant for NASCAR/IMSA
• Monisha Kaltenborn was team principal of Sauber for six years
• Leena Gade was the first female race engineer to win Le Mans in 2011
Most of us don’t aspire to be motorsports professionals, because we already
have day jobs, but that doesn’t mean we don’t need a small army of women, and
men, to pull off a great BMW driver’s school event like our 49th Oktoberfest on
July 9-15 in Pittsburgh this year. If you want to get a taste of what it’s like behind
the scenes, we need car enthusiasts like you who just might learn to love
motorsports too! See you there! ■
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